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This document describes the Hash Check Service developed by Web-IQ for the EOKM and 
specifically how to perform hash checks. 

The service allows web hosting providers (and potentially other users of the service) to 
check whether files uploaded to them occur in databases of known child abuse material. 
This can be done by sending a hash (digital fingerprint) of the file (e.g. a digital image or 
video) to the Hash Check Service. The user is answered whether this hash occurs on lists of 
hash codes provided by e.g. the Dutch National Police, the EOKM and possibly others. 

This document has the following outline: 
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1 Functionality 
The Hash Check Service (HCS)'s main responsibility is to allow users of the service to check 
whether a hash (of a file) occurs on a list of other hash codes. These are hash codes of files 
(e.g. images and videos) related to child abuse. This service is provided through an HTTP 
based API, see section 5. 

In order to provide this hash check functionality, the service interfaces with providers of 
hash lists such as the Dutch National Policy and towards the EOKM for administration and 
monitoring. 

The figure below provides an overview of the Hash Check Service: 

 

2 Hashing and salted hash codes 
The Hash Check Service does not process any original images or other files that a user of the 
service wants to check. Also, no such images or files of e.g. the Dutch National Policy or any 
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other child abuse material is processed by the Hash Check Service itself. The service 
operates on so called hash codes. 

2.1 Hashing and hash codes 

Hash codes (or hash values) are digital fingerprints that can be computed for data such as 
images or other files uploaded to a web hosting provider. A key attribute of hash codes is 
that these fingerprints cannot be transformed back into the original data. 

 

2.2 Salting 

Since hash functions may be used in other places to index files (e.g. search engines), it is 
however possible that the hash codes can be used to search for the original files. A method 
to overcome this, is to use a so-called salt value. The hash of the original file is hashed again 
together with this salt value. This creates salted hash codes which cannot be transformed 
back into the original hash code. This method is used for the Hash Check Service and is 
illustrated below: 

  

Hash function

Original file is transformed to a 
hash code with a hash function

There is no way to transform the 
hash back into the original file

Original file

01011010101010101010
10100101101010101010
10101010101010111000
01010101011010101110
10110101010101010101
01010101011100010110

Hash code

cf83e1357eefb8bdf1542
850d615dc83f4a921d36

Original hash code is transformed 
again with another hash function 

and a salt value

Hash code

cf83e1357eefb8bdf1542
850d615dc83f4a921d36

Hash function

Salted hash code

5d85f2b0ff8318d2877ee
c2f63b93115dc83f4a921

Salt value

01011010101010101010
10100101101010101010
10101010101010111000
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2.3 Hash check procedure 

Whenever a user of the service wants to check a file, it has to: 

1. compute the hash code of the original file 

2. and send it to the service 

 
The Hash Check Service will then: 

1. combine the hash code sent to the service with the salt value and compute the 
salted hash code 

2. check whether this salted hash code occurs in any of the hash lists 

3. respond with true to indicate that a match was found or false if not 

 
The user of the Hash Check Service must then take further action upon this response. Please 
consult with the EOKM for further details on this. 

3 Hash types 
The Hash Check Service is designed to handle so called MD5 and SHA-1 hash codes of the 
files to check. 

4 Hash list types 
The Hash Check Service supports checking against multiple hash lists. Hash lists may differ in 
nature. E.g. some may contain hash codes of only child abuse material, others may contain 
also hash codes of images closely related to such child abuse material. 

Please consult the EOKM which hash lists are to be used for the checks you perform. 

5 HTTP API 
The Hash Check Service can be used via an HTTP based API (Application Programming 
Interface). The service supports HTTP versions 1.0 and 1.1. 

The endpoint for the API is: 

https://api.eokmhashdb.nl/v1/check/md5  

for checking MD5 hash codes and 

https://api.eokmhashdb.nl/v1/check/sha1 

for checking SHA-1 hash codes. 

The HTTP request to this endpoint must contain the MD5 or SHA-1 hash code to check. 
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The response will be either “true” in case a match was found (the given hash occurs on a 
hash list) or “false” if it does not. 

5.1 Test endpoint 

There are two endpoints available for testing integration with the Hash Check Service: 

For checking MD5 hash codes the endpoint is: 

https://api.eokmhashdb.nl/v1/test/check/md5  

And the endpoint for checking SHA-1 hash codes is: 

https://api.eokmhashdb.nl/v1/test/check/sha1 

The SHA-1 that gives a positive result is 41247e2022c2f4264816f6e3eeef1acee14b6af8 . 
The MD5 that which gives a positive result is 258228aed7b04862fb4f41da4cde67e5. Any 
other SHA-1 or MD5 will result in a negative result. 

6 Authentication 
Use of the Hash Check Service is limited; the EOKM will perform access control. A Client ID 
and Secret are used for authentication and are provided with Basic authentication in the 
HTTP ‘Authorization’ header. E.g.: 

POST /v1/check/sha1 HTTP/1.1 
… 
Authorization: Basic Y2xpZW50aWRhc2RmIGEgLiBhc2QgZiBhc2Rm 
… 

See https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1945#section-11 for further details. 

7 Usage statistics 
For governance purposes, statistics on the usage of the Hash Check Service are recorded. 
The following data is collected: 

• The number of matches 

• The number of hash codes checked 

• Per user of the service 

• And per hash list 

8 Availability and performance 
The Hash Check Service implementation is designed for horizontal scalability and (stateless) 
redundancy. 
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8.1 Up time 

The components of the service performing the hash checks are designed to operate without 
single point of failure. They will be hosted redundantly in two separate data centres with a 
highly available load balancer and firewall. No service level objectives for up-time are set 
currently. Web-IQ and EOKM are looking for feedback on this matter. 

8.2 Latency 

The hash check components are designed to provide low service times (the time from 
receiving a request to computing and sending the response). Also, for latency, no service 
level objectives are defined, but we expect at the very least that 99% of the requests will be 
serviced within one second, if not less. Web-IQ and EOKM are looking for feedback on this 
topic from potential users as well. 


